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Preface
This volume contains the papers accepted to the second CUBIST workshop.
CUBIST (Combining and Uniting Business Intelligence with Semantic Technologies)
is a research project funded by the European Commission under the 7th Framework
Programme of ICT, topic 4.3: Intelligent Information Management. The project
started in October 2010. CUBIST follows a best-of-breed approach that combines
essential features of Semantic Technologies, Business Intelligence and Visual
Analytics. CUBIST aims to
•
•

persist federated data in a semantic Data Warehouse; a hybrid approach
based on a BI enabled triple store,
and to provide novel ways of applying visual analytics in which meaningful
diagrammatic representations based on Formal Concept Analysis will be
used for depicting the data, navigating through the data and for visually
querying the data.

As one can see from this description, CUBIST requires expertise from a variety of
research fields, which cannot be provided by a single research organization. For this
reason, the second CUBIST workshop which addresses the main topics of CUBIST
has been set up. The workshop aims at providing a forum for both research and
practice for CUBIST-related topics and technologies in order to facilitate
interdisciplinary discussions. The first CUBIST workshop was held in conjunction
with the 19th International Conference on Conceptual Structures (ICCS 2011), which
was held on 25 - 29 July 2011 at the University of Derby, United Kingdom, and
attracted submissions from outside the CUBIST consortium. The second workshop
was held in conjunction with the 10th International Conference on Formal Concept
Analysis (ICFCA 2012) which was held on 6 – 10 May 2012 at the University of
Leuven, Belgium. We are proud that again the workshop received and accepted
submissions from outside the CUBIST consortium, which indicates that the project
and the workshop are addressing contemporary topics of interest to researchers in the
fields. In total we had six submissions, three with some CUBIST members as authors,
and five of the submissions were accepted.
We, the chairs, want to express our appreciation to all authors of submitted papers and
to the program committee members for their work and valuable comments.
April 2012, Simon Andrews and Frithjof Dau
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Network Reduction Based on
Structural Equivalence of Nodes
Alexey Lakhno and Andrey Chepovskiy
Higher School of Economics,
Data Analysis and Artificial Intelligence Department,
Pokrovskiy boulevard 11, 109028 Moscow, Russia
alakhno@gmail.com,achepovskiy@hse.ru

Abstract. Network reduction is considered in application to visual analytics of relational data. We construct a reduced network by merging
structurally equivalent nodes. This network specifies the initial structure
of relations in a more compact way without any loss of information. The
analysis of such reduction is presented in application to the communication network from Stanford Large Network Dataset Collection. It is
shown how the reduction based on structural equivalence can help in
visualization of large networks.
Keywords: network analysis, network reduction, structural equivalence,
relations visualization
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Introduction

Networks provide a natural representation of information about relations between objects. We consider networks as attributed graphs. The nodes of these
graphs correspond to the objects of a knowledge domain, while the edges can be
treated as the relations between them. Social, communication and transaction
networks are the examples of networks to deal with in real analytical problems.
However large size of these networks can be an obstacle for their analysis. Network reduction addresses this problem.
Structural equivalence as a concept was introduced by Lorrain and White [1]
who proposed that individuals in a social network are role equivalent if they have
the same neighborhood. As it is mentioned in [2] there is no loss of structural
information by combining structurally equivalent nodes into a single subset and
representing them as a single structural entity. This approach can be considered
as a clusterization technique. Let’s call it se-reduction as an abbreviation from
structural equivalence reduction. It is straightforward to construct the network
of any size that does not contain structurally equivalent nodes and thus is absolutely irreducible using the above technique (Sect. 2). However the experiments
with the real networks representing social and communication relations showed
the signiﬁcant level of underlying graph reduction. This fact allows to use the
se-reduction in visual analytics as a clutter reduction technique for visualization
of semantic networks. In this paper we present the algorithm that can be used
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for se-reduction and discuss the results of experiments with EU email communication network from Stanford Large Network Dataset Collection [3].
Visual representation is extremely useful for exploring and analyzing networks. A solid survey on graph drawing can be found in [4, 5]. Some layout
approaches such as force-directed or layered methods are general purpose while
others are intended for visualization of speciﬁc subgraphs. Multistripe layout
suitable for visualization of relations incident to the selected set of nodes provides an example of the second approach [6]. Anyway, large amount of nodes and
links result in poorly readable drawings because of link crossings and common
visual overload. Using the se-reduction as a preprocessing step before layout
construction we can get signiﬁcant clutter reduction preserving full information
about the initial relational structure. There is a number of clutter reduction techniques addressing the problem of large datasets in information visualization [7].
Paper [8] considers drawing graphs using modular decomposition. Merging the
nodes of a module has better reduction potential in comparison to se-reduction.
However it does not preserve the information about edges inside the module. The
other clutter reduction technique used in graph drawing is the edge bundling [9,
10]. It can be applied further to se-reduction in order to improve the readability
of drawing.
The rest of the paper is organized in the following way. Section 2 provides
formal deﬁnitions necessary for further understanding. Section 3 presents an
algorithm used for se-reduction. Section 4 discusses the result of se-reduction
applied to EU email communication network. It provides the statistics revealing
the structure of se-reduced graph and answering the question “what fragments
are actually reduced”. Section 5 illustrates the visualization of network fragments
using the se-reduction technique. Finally, we summarize and conclude our work
in Sect. 6.

2

Formal definitions

Let G = ⟨V, E⟩ be an underlying graph of a network. Here we consider an
undirected graph without selﬂoops and multiple edges. Such a graph can be
obtained from a general network by merging multiple edges, removing selﬂoops
and ignoring edge orientation. Here V is a set of nodes and E is a set of edges.
If a node v ∈ V then N (v) = {u ∈ V |(v, u) ∈ E} denotes a neighborhood of v.
2.1

se-reduced graph

Definition 1. Two nodes u, v of a graph G = ⟨V, E⟩ are called structurally
equivalent u ∼se v if and only if they have the same neighborhood N (u) = N (v),
that is ∀w ∈ V holds (v, w) ∈ E ⇔ (u, w) ∈ E.
Clearly ∼se ⊆ V × V is an equivalence relation and speciﬁes the partition
of set V into equivalence classes. An equivalence class of v ∈ V is deﬁned as
[v] = {u ∈ V | u ∼se v} and the set of all possible equivalence classes is given
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by the quotient set V / ∼se = {[v] | v ∈ V }. An equivalence class is called trivial
if it contains only one node.
Proposition 1. In a graph G = ⟨V, E⟩ that does not contain selfloops there can’t
be any edges connecting the nodes from one equivalence class, that is ∀u, v ∈ V
holds u ∼se v ⇒ (u, v) ∈
/ E.
Proof. Suppose ∃u, v such that u ∼se v and (u, v) ∈ E. This means u ∈ N (v).
But (u, u) ∈
/ E as there is no selﬂoops in G. So u ∈
/ N (u) and N (u) ̸= N (v).
Finally we came to a contradiction with the fact u ∼se v.
⊓
⊔
Proposition 2. If there is an edge (u, v) ∈ E in a graph G = ⟨V, E⟩ then every
node u′ from [u] is connected to every node v ′ from [v], that is ∀u′ ∈ [u], v ′ ∈ [v]
holds (u′ , v ′ ) ∈ E.
Proof. Suppose ∃u′ ∈ [u] and v ′ ∈ [v] such that (u′ , v ′ ) ∈
/ E. The fact u′ ∈ [u]
′
′
′
means N (u ) = N (u). Similarly v ∈ [v] ⇒ N (v ) = N (v). It is known that
u ∈ N (v) as (u, v) ∈ E. Thus u ∈ N (v ′ ) and (u, v ′ ) ∈ E. This means v ′ ∈ N (u)
and v ′ ∈ N (u′ ). So we came to a contradiction with the fact (u′ , v ′ ) ∈
/ E.
⊓
⊔
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Fig. 1. Initial graph G and corresponding se-reduced graph R(G): G contains 8 nodes
and 16 edges while R(G) contains 4 nodes and 4 edges. The edges of R(G) mean
following four facts: each node from the set {1, 2, 3} is connected to each node from the
set {4, 5, 6}, each node from the set {4, 5, 6} is connected to node 7, each node from
the set {1, 2, 3} is connected to node 8, nodes 7 and 8 are connected.

Definition 2. For a given graph G = ⟨V, E⟩ an se-reduced graph is defined as
R(G) = ⟨RV (G), RE (G)⟩ where
RV (G) = V / ∼se = {[v] | v ∈ V },
RE (G) = {([u], [v]) | (u, v) ∈ E}.
Thanks to Proposition 2 (u, v) ∈ E ⇒ {(u′ , v ′ )|u′ ∈ [u], v ′ ∈ [v]} ⊆ E. So every
edge ([u], [v]) ∈ RE (G) corresponds to the set {(u′ , v ′ )|u′ ∈ [u], v ′ ∈ [v]} of edges
in the initial graph G.
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Fig. 1 shows an example of se-reduction. Every node from RV (G) corresponds
to a group of structurally equivalent nodes of G while every edge ([u], [v]) ∈
RE (G) means that every node in G from [u] equivalence class is connected to
every node from [v] equivalence class. Obviously |RV (G)| ≤ |V | and |RE (G)| ≤
|E|. We use two basic characteristics for evaluation of graph reduction eﬃciency:
node reduction ratio rV (G) = 1−|RV (G)|/|V | and edge reduction ratio rE (G) =
1 − |RE (G)|/|E|. Reduction ratios can take on values in range [0, 1). The higher
reduction ratios are the more eﬃcient graph reduction is. Zero values of reduction
ratios mean no reduction.
Example 1. Graph G = ⟨V, E⟩ where V = {1, . . . , n}, E = {(i, i + 1)|i = 1..n}
gives an example of absolutely irreducible graph as it does not contain structurally equivalent nodes. As |RV (G)| = |V | and |RE (G)| = |E| it follows that
rV (G) = 0 and rE (G) = 0.
Example 2. For any graph G the se-reduced graph R(G) is absolutely irreducible. By construction R(G) does not contain any se-equivalent nodes. So
the se-reduction does not make sense being applied iteratively.
2.2

Neighborhood subgraph

Assume we have a selected set of nodes in a network. Neighborhood subgraph
concept gives a natural way of extracting subnetwork concerned with this set. If
u, v ∈ V then d(u, v) denotes the number of edges in the shortest path between
u and v. In case of no path between u and v assume d(u, v) = ∞.
Definition 3. For a given set of nodes V ′ ⊂ V neighborhood subgraph of radius
r is such a graph O(G, V ′ , r) = ⟨OV (G, V ′ , r), OE (G, V ′ , r)⟩ that
OV (G, V ′ , r) = {v ∈ V |∃u ∈ V ′ , d(u, v) ≤ r},
OE (G, V ′ , r) = {(u, v) ∈ E|u, v ∈ OV (G, V ′ , r)}.

3

Reduction algorithm

Assume the initial graph G = ⟨V, E⟩ is speciﬁed with a list of edges and its
nodes are numbered from 1 to |V |. The following algorithm is used in order to
construct the se-reduced graph R(G):
1. Form adjacency lists for the nodes of G. Nodes in the lists should be ordered
by their identiﬁers.
2. For every node v ∈ V calculate a hash function of its adjacency list. The
calculated values will be used for a preliminary comparison of node neighborhoods N (v).
3. For every node v ∈ V deﬁne whether it should be distributed to a new
equivalence class or added to one of the equivalence classes of processed
nodes. In order to make a decision we look up all the classes with the same
value of hash function.
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4. When the equivalence classes are formed we look through the edges of the
initial graph G in order to construct the edges of R(G) according to its
deﬁnition RE (G) = {([u], [v]) | (u, v) ∈ E}.
Stage 1 can be performed with O(|E| log |V |) time complexity. Stages 2 and
4 require O(|E|) time as every edge of G can be processed in O(1). Stage 3
time complexity signiﬁcantly depends on the hash function distribution. However
if the number of equivalence classes with
∑ coincident values of hash function
is limited with a constant, we get O( [v]∈RV (G) |[v]|2 ) time complexity. The
following inequality ∑
gives an upper estimate
straightforward for
∑ which is more
2
2
2
the interpretation:
[v]∈RV (G) |[v]| ≤ (
[v]∈RV (G) |[v]|) = |V | . Thus total
2
time complexity of the algorithm is O(|E|log|V | + |V | ). Actually this value is
overrated and the algorithm can be used to process the networks containing
several million nodes and edges in about several seconds.

4

Reduction experiment

Current section presents the result of se-reduction applied to EU email communication network [3]. The network was generated using email data from a large
European research institution. The data was collected and anonymized for a period of 18 months and covers a dataset of around three million emails. Nodes of
the underlying graph correspond to email addresses and edges mean the fact of
communication, that is one or more email letters.
After removing selﬂoops and merging parallel edges of opposite direction we
got a graph G = ⟨V, E⟩ containing 265214 vertices and 364481 undirected edges.
Corresponding se-reduced graph R(G) = ⟨RV (G), RE (G)⟩ contains 56347 nodes
and 138763 edges. This means around 79% node reduction ratio and 62% edge
reduction ratio. There occurred 6787 equivalence classes containing two or more
nodes. The biggest equivalence class contains 7633 nodes. Figure 2 shows the
distribution of the equivalence class sizes. Figure 3 shows the nodes distribution
among the classes according to their sizes. It turns out there are 22 equivalence
classes of size 1000 or more that contain in sum 54061 nodes (about 20% of
all nodes). Figures 4 and 5 contain dot charts revealing typical structure of the
reduced fragments. The ﬁrst chart shows that there are no edges in the reduced
graph connecting equivalence classes of size more than two as there are no dots
(x, y) for which x > 2 and y > 2 simultaneously. However the second chart
proves the existence of nontrivial equivalence classes connected with up to 285
single nodes. Besides there occurred an equivalence class containing 22 nodes
that are connected with 7 other nodes each. The fragment is speciﬁed with 8
nodes and 7 edges in the reduced graph R(G) instead of 29 nodes and 154 edges
in the original graph G.

5

se-based network visualization

Figure 6 provides an example of se-based network fragment visualization. The
fragment was extracted from EU communication network as a neighborhood sub-
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Fig. 2. The curve shows the number of equivalence classes containing more than or
equal to a specific number of nodes. For example there are 22 equivalence classes of
size 1000 or more.
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Fig. 3. The curve shows the number of nodes in equivalence classes containing more
than or equal to a specific number of nodes. For example there are totally 54061 nodes
in the equivalence classes of size 1000 or more.
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Fig. 4. Each dot corresponds to an edge of the se-reduced graph R(G): x and y coordinates mean the sizes of equivalence classes corresponding to the ends of the edge.
The chart is symmetric across the line y = x as the edges have no direction.

Fig. 5. Each dot corresponds to a node of the se-reduced graph R(G): x-coordinate
means the size of an equivalent class corresponding to the node while y-coordinate
means the number of incident edges in the se-reduced graph. For instance, dot (22, 7)
corresponds to the class containing 22 equivalent nodes with 7 incident edges each.
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Fig. 6. Neighborhood subnetwork G′ = O(G, {403}, 1) extracted from EU communication network and the result of its se-reduction. Numbers on the edges of R(G) mean
the numbers of merged edges of the initial subnetwork.

graph G′ = O(G, {403}, 1). It contains 62 nodes and 80 edges. Corresponding
se-reduced graph contains 7 nodes and 11 edges. There occurred three nontrivial
equivalence classes in R(G′ ) containing 5, 6 and 47 nodes respectively. The drawing of R(G) provides the visual representation for G that avoids visual overload
merging repeated fragments of relational structure.

6

Conclusion

Complex structure and large size of real semantic networks make diﬃculties for
construction of clear visual representations. Network reduction based on structural equivalence of nodes is considered as a technique addressing this problem.
We presented the algorithm of se-reduction with O(|E|log|V | + |V |2 ) time complexity and provided the analysis of se-reduction applied to EU communication
network that proves the reduction eﬃciency and reveals the structure of reduced
fragments. Finally the approach to visualization of networks was illustrated.
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Abstract. Biomedical images contain vast amounts of information. Regrettably, much of this information is only accessible by domain experts.
This paper looks at one particular use case in which this scenario occurs.
Motivation for the use of a semantic representation of images is given.
Subsequently a benchmark representation is developed, and an exploration of an existing geospatial technology undertaken. The benchmark
is lossless - and thus too expensive. The geospatial technique makes assumptions that are not valid. Accordingly, the need for a new biospatial
representation is demonstrated.
Keywords: biomedical, geospatial, image processing, semantic web
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Introduction

Semantic Web technologies, applications and tools have facilitated great steps
forward in the life science and health care data exchange. However, developing
appropriate semantic representations, including designing spatio-temporal ontologies, remains difficult and challenging [1]. Activities described in this paper
centre on the semantic description of biomedical images. This paper describes
a biological use case in order to motivate this research before documenting the
initial undertakings.
Gene expression information allows biologists to discover relationships between genes, in particular when genes are active in the same location. This
co-expression information provides insights into the ways in which relationships
between genes affect the development of a tissue. A gene is a unit of instructions
that provides directions for one essential task, i.e., the creation of a protein. Gene
expression information describes whether or not a gene is expressed (active) in
a location. Broadly speaking there are two types of gene expression information: those that focus on where the gene is expressed, and those whose primary
concern is the strength of expression. This work concentrates on the former category, and in particular a technology called in situ hybridisation gene expression.
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(a) Result image

(b) Spatial annotation

Fig. 1: A sample image of the mouse embryo at Theiler Stage 18 from the
EMAGE database

Although this work is applicable to a wide range of biomedical applications and
domains, only one biological use case has been considered to date — in situ gene
expression for the developmental mouse, which is available from the Edinburgh
Mouse Atlas of Gene Expression (EMAGE) [2] database.
Information on gene expression is often given in relation to a tissue in a
particular model organism. Here the model organism is the mouse. This organism
is studied from conception until adulthood. The time window is split into 28
Theiler Stages (TS). Stages 1 to 26 form the unborn, or developmental, mouse.
Each stage has its own anatomy, and corresponding anatomy ontology called
EMA [3]. Moreover, EMA contains a number of 3D models representing different
stages of the developmental mouse.
The result of an in situ experiment is documented as an image displaying an
area of a mouse (from a particular TS) in which some subsections of the mouse
are highly coloured as depicted in Fig. 1(a). Areas of colour indicate that the gene
is expressed in that location. Furthermore, the image provides some indication of
the level (strength) of expression: the more intense the colour, the stronger the
expression. Results are analysed manually under a microscope. A human expert
determines in which tissues the gene is expressed, and at what level of expression.
As volume information is not the main focus of the experiment, its description
uses vague natural language terms such as strong, moderate, weak or present.
For example, the gene bmp4 is strongly expressed in the future brain from TS15.
This is a so-called textual annotation. Additionally, result images can be mapped
onto 3D models of the mouse creating so-called spatial annotations depicted in
Fig. 1(b). The spatial annotations are normally generated by EMAGE, whilst
the textual annotations are produced by the researchers who performed the
experiment.
The next section utilises the use case to explain the problem focused upon
in more depth. Subsequently, Section 3 contemplates the research vision before
Section 4 examines related work. Section 5 presents the initial study taken to
create a spatial representation for the use case images. A discussion on seman-
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tic web spatial representation for biomedical images in Section 6 concludes the
paper.

2

Problem and Motivation

EMAGE contains a large volume of information within its gene expression images
(both the original experimental result, and the spatial annotations). Unless the
viewer is an expert anatomist, they are unable to interpret and understand this
information. Theoretically, a non-expert could consult the textual annotations;
however, these annotations have far less granularity and are often incomplete.
For example, whilst the images display exactly where the gene is expressed, the
textual annotations often abstract the location to the overarching structure or
region. Thus, rather than saying the gene is expressed in the venous valve of
the right atrium, the annotation might say the gene is expressed in the heart.
Furthermore, if an experimenter is only interested in the heart, (s)he will only
provide textual annotations for the heart, ignoring all the potential annotations
that could be created for other regions.
Whilst human experts are able to deal with the above issues, non-experts
and computers are not. Using the raw images makes more knowledge available,
and provides more precision. Thus all work based on these images becomes more
reliable and more relevant. Likewise, if the full content of the images is available
it becomes possible to integrate that information more readily with information from other domains. For example, it becomes possible to start organising,
comparing, and querying all the gene expression information in EMAGE by
gene family, or by pathway. Thus enabling the discovery of new knowledge and
relationships. To illustrate, Andrews [4] demonstrates the potential worth of applying one data mining technique (formal concept analysis) to EMAGE’s textual
annotations. Yet, these annotations represent a tiny percentage of the information available within EMAGE. If all information were available, data mining
techniques would be both essential for navigating the vast dataset, and crucial
for knowledge discovery within it.
Even though this paper focuses on a biological use case it should be clear that
is equally applicable to the medical domain where countless MRI, CT and PET
scans are taken each day. These images are analysed by experts who produce
textual summaries that are then stored alongside the original images. Much like
the biological images, these medical images contain large volumes of potentially
useful information that is currently unavailable to non-expert viewers unless they
have extensive medical training.
Rapid improvements in technology means that the cost of experimentation
is steadily decreasing, whilst the quality of the resultant images is increasing.
Accordingly, the number of images available, and the size of those images, is
growing. This expansion amplifies the need to make this information more readily
accessible.
A researcher wants to integrate as much information from as many images as
possible. Yet, these images are often distributed across the globe. For example,
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Fig. 2: Visual summary of the possible outcomes of this research. Clearly, the
ideal result is unlikely and thus care must be chosen to select the best balance.

EMAGE is based in Edinburgh, whilst a complementary resource called the Allen
Brain Atlas [5] is located in Seattle. Both of these resources contain hundreds of
thousands of images equating to tens of TB of data. Aggregating these images
for study and analysis is therefore something of a challenge. A side benefit of
creating semantic descriptions of images is that these descriptions are likely to
be smaller than the images themselves, and thus cheaper to share internationally
with other researchers.
The above discussion states the case for making the information contained
within biomedical images more easily accessible. Yet, this is only a partial solution to the surrounding problem. It is necessary to not only make the information
available, but to facilitate the efficient use of that information. Biology is increasingly an information centric science [6], as such the information must be readily
available for computational access and analysis.

3

Research Vision

The long term vision of this work is to find an appropriate semantic description
of the spatial information recorded within biological images held as part of the
EMAGE resource.
Ideally it will be possible to create a representation of the images that contains every single piece of information the image does, and yet does not require significant processing thereby incurring significant computational cost. Intuitively this seems unrealistic. If the representation is lossless, the physical size
(in MB) of the representation will be more than for an abstract representation.
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Whilst individually these differences may be insignificant, when considering a library of hundreds of thousands of images, the cumulative effect is likely to have
a significant impact on performance. Accordingly, as Fig. 2 summarises, there is
a need to chose an appropriate trade-off between performance and the level of
detail captured and represented.
Medicine is a safety critical domain, mistakes may result in patients dying.
Within our chosen use case, this is not true. This quick comparison demonstrates
that the requirements for precision and accuracy are likely to differ from one
application to another. Accordingly, the trade-off needs to be specific to each
use case. Initially, this work shall focus exclusively on the chosen use case.
The notion of “semantic” is technology neutral and one of the popular technology platforms is the Resource Description Framework (RDF). The remainder
of this paper will consider the first steps in the creation of a RDF-based spatial
representation of biomedical image data.
Before starting it is necessary to first consider related work, in particular
with a view to adapting existing technology rather than ‘reinventing the wheel’.

4

Related Work

Spatio-temporal ontology representations have been studied to represent data
in research related to semantic image retrieval, Geographic Information Systems
(GIS) and medical atlases. Hudelot et al. (2008) [7] used a fuzzy spatial relation
ontology to represent the knowledge-based recognition of brain structures in 3D
magnetic resonance images. On the other hand, Mechouche et al. (2008) [8] used
specific spatial relations to describe orientations between the different patches
and sulcus segments in MRI images. To retrieve specific images based on the
spatial location of objects in an image, Awang Iskandar (2009) [9], [10] calculated
the distance of queried objects using SPARQL.
In GIS, the spatio-temporal representation is known as geospatial — defined
as “of or relating to the relative position of things on the earth’s surface” [11].
The geospatial semantics research domain emerges from the combination of GIS
and semantic interoperability that is popularised by the Semantic Web technologies [12]. The W3C Geospatial Incubator group (GeoXG) have developed
the W3C Geospatial Vocabulary [13] to enable Web representation of physical
location and geography. Recently, a Geospatial Resource Description Framework
(GRDF) was proposed to provide general, semantics-aware and expressive language for the domain [14]. To facilitate the use of semantic web technologies for
GIS, OWLIM-SE [15] and TopBraid Composer (along with AllegroGraph) [16]
integrated geospatial extensions into their semantic repositories. However, both
platforms only support two-dimensional geospatial data.
For the current problem, working with the W3C Geospatial Vocabulary seems
to be a sensible initial approach. Therefore, in this work we study, explore and
adapt the W3C Geospatial Vocabulary for our use case.
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Fig. 3: A simplified gene expression image

5

Simulating the Biomedical Image Representations

From Section 4 it is apparent that there is a wealth of existing work that may
be applicable in our use case. Section 5.2 considers one such technology. It seems
likely that a number of other technologies and ideas shall be equally promising.
Thus in order to facilitate a fair and meaningful comparison, first a suitable
benchmark approach is discussed in Section 5.1.
Rather than dealing with the complexity of a real biomedical image, the first
set of experiments discussed in this paper use a simplified image depicted in
Fig. 3, which is an embryo that is broken down into three distinct regions (A, B,
and C). These regions represent different tissues or biological structures. Fig. 3
depicts the common scenario in which an area of expression overlaps multiple
regions (in this case ‘Expression Area 1’ covers A, and B).
5.1

The Benchmark

Ideally the semantic representation of each image will be lossless as that ensures
no crucial information is neglected. Intuitively this approach seems too expensive to be feasible. Accordingly, a brief experiment was conducted to test the
practicality of a lossless solution. Additionally, this representation can be used
as a benchmark for comparing more abstract representations designed in the
future.
The RDF triples for the image are modelled using the representation depicted
in Fig. 4. Embryo image is the box which contains each region. Both of these
concepts have an ID (or name that functions as an ID). A region is comprised
of multiple pixels. Every pixel in the image is recorded in this representation.
Associated with each pixel is:
–
–
–
–

id that is an identifier for the pixel;
x-coord value of x pixel’s co-ordinate;
y-coord value of y pixel’s co-ordinate;
colour of the pixel;
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Fig. 4: Visualisation of RDF pixel-based representation

– which region (A, B, or C) the pixel is inside; and
– has level indicates which level of expression (if any) the pixel represents.
EMAGE contains over 400,000 images4 of varying sizes. The smallest images
are 100 pixels by 160 pixels. This means, at a minimum, EMAGE contains
6, 400, 000, 000 pixels5 . If each pixel has 6 items of information (and thus triples)
associated with it, that means EMAGE requires at least 38, 400, 000, 000 triples
to be stored. In reality most images are bigger than 100x160, indeed some are as
large as 1920x1200, thus the true number of pixels/triples will be considerably
larger.
In order to simply the exercise, Fig. 3 was taken to be 100x200 pixels in size.
Then a number of different RDF/XML files were created and loaded into a triplestore. In some files the size of Fig. 3 was stretched to make it 200x300, 300x400
or 500x600. Likewise, the number of images in each RDF file was changed (1,
10, or 100 images). Consequently, the content of the RDF files ranged from 1
image at size 100x200 all the way to 100 images at size 500x600.
Immediately noticeable was the size of the larger files — the 100 images of size
500x600 consumed roughly 15GB of disk space. This caused resource issues with
the machine running the triplestore, and so an n3 representation was generated
(roughly 7.5GB). Loading this file into the repository took over an hour, and
required over 30GB of disk space6 . Whilst a triplestore expert may reduce both
measurements, it is unlikely they would be reduced to the extent that the full
EMAGE data set could be represented in this manner with the kind of hardware
available in the current economic climate.
As such, whilst the lossless pixel-based solution encodes every piece of information contained within an image, it is unsuitable for real world application in
4
5
6

Not including the 3D models.
400,000 * 100 * 160
RDFS inferencing was enabled.
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the current use case. Nevertheless, it functions well as a baseline to which other
abstractions can be compared.
5.2

Using Geospatial Vocabulary

The discussion now moves to the trial application of the WGS84 Geo Positioning
RDF Vocabulary [13], in particular the implementation offered by OWLIM-SE.
Ideally, this solution would work perfectly thus mitigating the need for further
research. Yet, as this discussion makes clear, whilst certain aspects are appropriate for the biological use case others simply do not work.
Again, the image from Fig. 3, particularly the RDF file generated in Section
5.1 containing a single 100x200 image, was used to test this geospatial SPARQL
capabilities. Because the technology is now geospatial, it is necessary to amend
the previously discussed RDF by replacing the triples documenting the x and
y co-ordinates with triples containing latitude and longitude. As the latter are
based on the globe, there is no direct mapping to the former. Yet we assumed one.
Thus the x value became the longitude and the y value the latitude. For example,
the triple <x-coord rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#integer>68</x-coord> became <wgs84 pos:long>68</wgs84 pos:long>.
Using SPARQL and OWLIM geospatial extensions, we queried the RDF
triples to:
–
–
–
–

find pixels within
find pixels within
find pixels within
compute distance

a circle;
a rectangle;
a polygon; and
between two pixels.

Being able to find pixels within a circle, rectangle and polygon would enable the
discovery of genes expressed within that region. This is the starting point from
which almost all analysis in the use case builds. Finding the distance between
entities of interest is likewise useful as we can discover how close specifics gene
expression patterns are to a point of interest.
In general most of the functionality worked, to a degree, for the use case.
Three particular problems were encountered. Firstly, the scale was completely
wrong. The unborn mouse is a very small object, yet the globe is very big.
So whilst EMAGE uses pixels7 or µm as the unit of distance, the geospatial
community prefers km and miles. Secondly, whilst the pixels within a polygon/circle/rectangle were accurately returned, the distance was not. The globe
is a sphere, and this fact is used when calculating distance. The unborn mouse
changes shape over the course of its development; starting as an imperfect sphere,
graduating to a “blob” and eventually becoming the recognisable shape of a
mouse. Accordingly, the geometry used to calculate distance is not applicable,
and thus supplied erroneous results. Thirdly, the geospatial SPARQL has a distance query limitation. The latitude is limited to the range -90 (South) to +90
(North) and longitude is limited to the range -180 (West) to +180 (East). In
7

3D pixels, called voxels can also be used.
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the our use case, we do not have a negative pixel locations nor a limit on the
number of pixels in an image.
It is no surprise that a solution developed for the geospatial world is not directly applicable to our domain. Yet, by undertaking this exercise we have learnt
that appropriately modified implementations of certain spatial operations, i.e. a
relevant extension to the SPARQL query language, could benefit the processing
of abstractions of information contained in biomedical images

6

Conclusion

CUBIST [17] is an EU FP7 project exploring next generation BI, through the
exploitation of Semantic Technologies and Visual Analytics.
Our work started with the goal of making the EMAGE image data available
to the CUBIST partners, thus enabling a BI centric exploration of the data. As
such, the overarching goal of this activity is to generate a semantic representation
of the data contained within biomedical images. The techniques developed should
likewise allow medical images to be used.
This paper demonstrates that a lossless pixel-based rendition can be constructed with relative ease. Yet, the volume of data makes this impractical. The
second thread of activity described within these pages explores the application
of an existing geospatial technology.
Whilst initially promising, it is clear that the geospatial technology is very
much geo specific. It makes a number of assumptions and decisions based on the
Earth and its known properties. Whilst this approach is entirely valid, regrettably, it ensures the technology cannot be applied to the current use case. This
suggests the need for a biospatial representation and associated machinery.
Although the exact form and nature of this biospatial solution requires further research, some clear requirements have been gathered from this paper:
– the unit of measurement is in pixels/voxels or µm;
– space should be described using the standard x and y Cartesian system, with
this reflected in the queries and query output;
– there should be no limit on the size (resolution) of the image or the objects
contained within.
There is still the possibility that the existing geospatial solutions can be
changed to better reflect the biospatial reality, this shall be explored in our
future work.

Acknowledgments. This work is part of the CUBIST project (Combining
and Uniting Business Intelligence with Semantic Technologies), funded by the
European Commission’s 7th Framework Programme of ICT under topic 4.3:
‘Intelligent Information Management’.
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Towards Scalingless Generation of Formal Contexts
from an Ontology in a Triple Store
Frithjof Dau, SAP Research

Abstract.The EU-funded research project CUBIST investigates how Formal
Concept Analysis can be applied as a Visual Analytics tool on top of information stored in a Triple Store (TS). This paper provides first steps for utilizing
SPARQL in order to generate formal contexts out of the data in the TS, where
the emphasis is put on using object-properties between individuals. Thus is
complements FcaBedrock, which will be used in CUBIST as well and focuses
on the scaling of datatype-properties between individuals and literals. It is discussed how the approaches of this paper and FcaBedrock can be combined.

1

Introduction

The EU funded research project CUBIST1 targets new approaches to Business Intelligence (BI) by combining essential features of Semantic Technologies, Business Intelligence and Visual Analytics based on FCA (Formal Concept Analysis).
The Visual Analytics part of CUBIST is complementing traditional BI-means by utilizing FCA for analyzing the data in the triple store. FCA is a well-known theory of
data analysis which allows to conceptually clustering objects with respect to a given
set of attributes and then visualize the (lattice-ordered) set of clusters, e.g. by means
of Hasse-diagrams. The starting point of FCA is a formal context (O,A,I) consisting of
a set O of formal objects, a set A of formal attributes, and an incidence-relation M ⊆
O × A between the formal objects and attributes. There exists a variety of FCA-tools2,
but nearly all of them take a formal context as input. Real data to be analyzed, however, often comes in different forms:
• conceptually, often attributes are not binary, but have values like numbers,
strings, or dates (e.g. we have many-valued attributes)
• technically, data can come in form of csv-files, databases, triple stores, etc
For dealing with many-valued attributes, the most-used method is conceptual scaling [1]. Essentially, for a given-many valued attribute, a conceptual scale is a specific
context with the values of the many-valued attribute as objects. The choice of the
attributes of the scale is a question of the design of the scale: The attributes are meaningful attributes to describe the values; they might be different entities or they might
even be the values of the property again. Using a conceptual scale, a dataset with a
many-valued attribute can be “translated” into a formal context, where the objects are
the objects of the dataset and the attributes are the attributes of the conceptual scale.
1
2

www.cubist-project.eu
See http://www.upriss.org.uk/fca/fcasoftware.html for a maintained list of FCA-software
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To the author’s knowledge, there are essentially two tools which allow for scaling
real datasets:
• ToscanaJ [2] is a suite of tools which allows to creating conceptual scales out
of data from a relational database and then interactively visualizing and exploring the generated concept lattices
• FcaBedrock [3,4] is a tool which converts csv-files into formal contexts. It is
“taking each many-valued attribute and converting it into as many Boolean
attributes as it has values and converting continuous values using ranges.” [4]
The approach of ToscanaJ is a two-step approach: First, in the design phase of a
conceptual information system, the conceptual scales are created by an FCAexperienced designer. In the run-time phase, these scales are used by the user to explore the data. The downside of this approach is that the scales are predefined in the
design-phase, which in turn implies that the lattice-structure of the scales is fixed, thus
ToscanaJ does not really allow new structural insights into the data to be obtained. In
the beginning of CUBIST, a modified version of ToscanaJ, called ToscanaJTS (“TS”
for “Triple Store”) has been developed which acts on a triple store instead of a database [5,6]. ToscanaJTS shows the applicability of FCA on top of a triple store, but it
inherits the above discussed downsides of ToscanaJ as well.
The approach of FcaBedrock slightly differs from ToscanaJ. Similar to ToscanaJ,
there is information needed on how to convert real data into a formal context. As
stated in [4] “FcaBedrock solves these problems by documenting data conversions in
re-usable, editable, meta-data-files called bedrock files.” The difference to ToscanaJ
is that the formal attributes of the generated formal context are not manually defined
during the design phase, but they are created on the fly from the real data and the
meta-information in the bedrock files. In this respect, FcaBedrock better serves the
purpose to generate formal contexts out of the real data on the fly. For CUBIST,
though, there are the following disadvantages: First, FcaBedrock puts a focus on
many-valued attributes, but –as it will be discussed in the next sections- there are
indeed possibilities to obtain binary relations directly (without scaling) out of the
information in a triple store. Secondly, the existing version of FcaBedrock needs csvfiles as input. This disadvantage, though, is targeted: A new version of FcaBedrock
which acts directly on a triple store is currently developed within CUBIST.
Data in a triple store modeled with RDFS is essentially structured as follows:
• First of all, we have individuals in a triple store. Individuals are instances of
RDFS-types, which are hierarchically ordered classes
• There are binary relationships called object properties between individuals.
Similarly to types, these properties can be hierarchically ordered.
• Finally, we can assign values (strings, numbers, dates, etc) to individuals by
means of datatype properties.
Having said this, a triplestore-enabled version of FcaBedrock can essentially deal
with the conversion of datatype properties into formal contexts. On the other hand, as
object properties are binary relations between indivuals, they give naturally rise to
formal contexts, where the domain of an object property can serve as the set of formal
objects and the range as the set of formal attributes. This first idea is too narrow. This
paper discusses first steps on how to utilize object properties in different ways in or-
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der to generate formal contexts between resources in a triple store. As this paper deals
with utilizing object properties for FCA, and as FcaBedrock deals with utilizing datatype properties, the ideas presented in the paper are complementing the ideas which
underly the creation of context in FcaBedrock. It is planned to combine the approach
of FcaBedrock and the ideas in this paper to provide in CUBIST a full-fledged approach to generate formal contexts out of the data (individuals, object properties,
datatype properties) in a triple store.

2

Prerequisites

We will exemplify most of the ideas with the data from the HWU use case [7] in
CUBIST. In order to understand the examples, the use case and the underlying ontology [8,9] shall be briefly introduced.
The HWU use case deals with data about gene expressions in mouse embryos. The
core information are triples of the form (gene, tissue, level of expression), where:
• A gene is a unit of instruction providing directions for tasks in the development of a mouse, e.g. the creation of a protein.
• A tissue is a anatomical part of a mouse embryo. Tissues are ordered via a
part-of-relation. Moreover, each tissue is uniquely assigned to a Theiler Stage,
being a “time-slot” in the development of a mouse.
• The level of expression or strength states whether a gene is expressed in a tissue, or whether it is known that it is not expressed (this can even be more finegrained described as weakly, moderate or strongly expressed), or whether it is
unknown whether the gene is expressed or not (this can even be more finegrained described as “not examined” or “possible).
Such a triple is called textual annotation and concluded from some experiments.
Each experiment consists of one or more textual annotations.
The data of the HWU use case has been converted to an RDFS-ontology and stored
in a triple store (OWLIM3). The schema of the HWU-ontology is provided in Fig. 1.
In order to create formal contexts out of the HWU-data in the triple store, we have
developed a small tool which takes a SPARQL-query as input and converts the result
of the SPARQL-query into a context. Essentially, the tool works as follows: The result of a SPARQL-query is a table, where the columns correspond to the query variables. It is possible that cells in the table are not filled (this can happen if the
OPTIONAL-clause of SPARQL is used). The names of the query variables determine
whether the variable is used to generate a formal object or a formal attribute: Variables starting with “o” generate objects, variables starting with “a” generate
attributes, and all other variables have no impact on the generated context. If more
than one variable starts with “o”, then the result for these variables are simply concatened (with a divider ‘--‘) to generate an object name. The case of more than one variable starting with “a” is handled in a similar manner. Finally, if we have a row in the
SPARQL-result which generates both an object and an attribute, a cross in the corres3

http://www.ontotext.com/owlim
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ponding incidence relation is set. An (artificial) example for this algorithm is provided
in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. The ontology for the HWU use case in CUBIST
The result of a SPARQL-query
Obj1

Obj2

Att1

O1
O1

The generated formal context
A1

Att2

A1—A2

A2

A3

A4

A5—A6

O1
O2

O1—O2

O3

O3
A1
A1

O4
A2

X

O5—O6

X

O5—O7

X

A2
O4

A3

O5

O6

A4

O5

O7

A5

O5

O7

A4

X

A6

Fig. 2. From SPARL-query-results to formal contexts

Before we come to the next section, let us finally state two general assumptions:
1.
URIs are the unique identifiers for resources, but they might be too clumsy to
be used as names for the resources. We will use labels instead, thus we assume
that each resource in the triple store is appropriately labeled using rdfs:label,
and we more over assume that different entities have different labels.
2.
Secondly, as SPARQL is agnostic to inferencing, we naturally assume that
the information in the triple store is closed under RDFS-entailment.
Both assumptions hold in the given HWU-dataset.
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3

SPARQRL-queries

3.1

Simple Pattern: Linking entities with a chain of properties

The very essence of a formal context is the incidence relation, being a binary relation between objects and attributes. RDF-properties in turn are binary relations as well
(between RDF-resources). Thus any RDF-property linkingproperty already
gives rise to a formal context, via the following SPARQL-query:
Most basic SPARQL-query for generating a formal context
SELECT DISTINCT ?obj ?att WHERE {
?objRessource rdfs:label ?obj .
?attRessource rdfs:label ?att .
?objRessource :linkingproperty ?attRessource . }

This pattern is anyhow too simple as a general pattern for generating contexts, and
we have to extend it. For the following considerations, let us assume we want to investigate the tissues of Theiler stage 07 and which genes are detected in those tissues.
1. First of all, as RDF is graph-based, we can have in RDF chains of properties between resources. This particularly applies when we have reified relations. For our
example investigation, note that there is no direct property linking tissues and
genes: Instead, we have textual annotations linking them. So we have to consider
the following chain of properties:4
2. In the following, resources which are not directly queried, like the (unknown) textual annotations, will be called “intermediate resources”.
3. The property in_tissue in the example above moreover shows that in the chain
of properties, some properties might be traversed in their opposite direction.
4. It is sensible to assume that all queried resources as well as intermediate resources
are retrieved from some RDF-type. In our example, we have Tissue and Gene for
the queried resources and Textual_Annotation for the intermediate resource.
5. Finally, we might further restrict the set of objects, or the set of attributes, by some
constraints. In our example, we are interested in investigating a specific Theiler
stage and thus instead of taking all tissues into account, we restrict ourselves only
to those tissues from that Theiler stage. Similarly, we might impose constraints on
the intermediate resources as well. In our example, we are only interested into
combinations of tissues and genes where the gene is detected (maybe weakly,
moderate or strongly) in the tissue, but we are not interested into combinations
where the gene is not detected. Thus we have the following additional constraints:

We are now prepared write a SPARQL-query which generates the wished context.
4

We use the notion of conceptual graphs [10] and query graphs [11] to diagrammatically depict
the queries.
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SPARQL Query 1

Explanation

SELECT DISTINCT ?obj ?att WHERE {
?x1 rdf:type :Tissue ; rdfs:label ?obj .
?x1 :has_theiler_stage :theiler_stage_TS07 .
?x3 rdf:type :Gene ; rdfs:label ?att .
?x2 rdf:type :Textual_Annotation.
?x2 :in_tissue ?x1 .
?x2 :has_involved_gene ?x3 .
?x2 :has_strength :level_detected_derived .}

Select Clause for objects and attributes
Type of objects (see 3))
Additional Constraint for objects (see 4))
Type of attributes (see 3))
Type of intermediate resource (see 3))
1st and 2ndproperty in the chain of properties (see 1),
first prop. is traversed in opposite direction. (see 2))
Add. constraint for intermediate ressources (see 4))

It should be noted that this SPARQL-query does not retrieve all tissues of Theiler
Stage 07: Instead, only those tissues are retrieved where a gene is detected. Let us call
such a query “object-restricted”. Vice versa, not all genes are retrieved, but only those
who are detected in some tissue of Theiler stage 07. Let us call those queries
“attribute-restricted”. In other words: In the formal context, we have by definition
neither empty rows (due to the query being object-restricted) nor empty columns
(query being attribute-restricted). One might want to change this to object-unrestricted
queries, i.e. retrieving all tissues of Theiler stage 07, allowing empty rows, and/or
attribute-unrestricted queries, i.e. retrieving all genes, allowing empty columns. So
we have four variants of query 1 to consider.
As there are nearly 7000 genes, a query which retrieves all of them and adds them
as formal attributes in the formal context does not seem sensitive. But as there are
only 16 tissues in Theiler stage 07, retrieving all of them and adding them as formal
objects to the formal contexts is reasonable. So let us consider the object-unrestricted
variant of query 1. There are two ways to obtain this in a SPARQL-query: Either via
utilizing the OPTIONAL-clause of SPARQL, or using the UNION-operator. Both
queries are given below.
SPARQL Query 1a, utilizing OPTIONAL

SPARQL Query 1b, utilizing UNION

SELECT DISTINCT ?obj ?att WHERE {
?x1 rdf:type :Tissue ; rdfs:label ?obj .
?x1 :has_theiler_stage :theiler_stage_TS07 .
OPTIONAL
{ ?x3 rdf:type :Gene ; rdfs:label ?att .
?x2 rdf:type :Textual_Annotation.
?x2 :in_tissue ?x1 .
?x2 :has_involved_gene ?x3 .
?x2 :has_strength :level_detected_derived .}
}
ORDER BY ?obj ?att

SELECT DISTINCT ?obj ?att WHERE {
{ ?x1 rdf:type :Tissue ; rdfs:label ?obj .
?x1 :has_theiler_stage :theiler_stage_TS07 . }
UNION
{ ?x1 rdf:type :Tissue ; rdfs:label ?obj .
?x1 :has_theiler_stage :theiler_stage_TS07 .
?x3 rdf:type :Gene ; rdfs:label ?att .
?x2 rdf:type :Textual_Annotation.
?x2 :in_tissue ?x1 .
?x2 :has_involved_gene ?x3 .
?x2 :has_strength :level_detected_derived . }
}
ORDER BY ?obj ?att

Beginning of resultset

Beginning of resultset

obj
att
------------------------------------EMAP:25772
EMAP:42
Etv5
EMAP:42
Smad2
…

obj
att
---------------------------------------EMAP:25772
EMAP:42
EMAP:42
Etv5
EMAP:42
Smad2
…

Table 1. SPARQL-query for gene-tissue combinations of TS 07, all TS07 tissues retrieved

From an RDF-point of view, these queries are semantically (slightly) different: In
query 1a, we have a row in the resultset with a tissue t and without a gene if and only
if the gene belongs to Theiler stage 07 and no gene is detected in that tissue, whereas
in query 1b we have a row in the resultset with a tissue t for any t belonging to Theiler
stage 07. An example where the resultsets differ is tissue EMAP:42, as it can be seen
in Table 1. So the resultset of query 1b is a superset of the resultset of query 1a. Any-
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how, the formal contexts generated with queries 1a and 1b are indeed the same, thus
from an FCA-perspective, the queries are equivalent.
Please note moreover that in query 1b, the clause querying the tissues is repeated in
the UNION clause, whereas a repetition of the clause is not. This renders query 1b
(slightly) more complicated.
Having these two differences in mind, one can conclude that query 1a has to be
preferred over query 1b.
The patterns of both queries can easily be transferred to the case of attributeunrestricted queries. For queries which are both object- and attribute-restricted, only
the UNION-variant can be easily extended.

Fig. 3. Concept lattices retrieved from query 1 (left) , and query 1a or query 1b (right)

3.2

Combining different variables to objects or attributes

In the previous section, we have investigated for Theiler stage 07 tissue-gene combinations such that the gene is detected in the respective tissue. There are anyhow
different levels of being detected: weak, moderate, and strong. Moreover, in some
experiments a gene is detected without information on how strong the expression of
the gene in that tissue is. So we have four kinds of being detected, called “weak”,
“moderate”, “strong” and “detected”. All of them are subsumed by an artificial
strength called “detected derived”. See Fig. 1, where these levels are depicted. The
information on the level of expression is not provided by the SPARQL-queries of the
last section, but it can easily be added by slightly altering the queries. We adopt query
1b as following, highlighting the changes in the query:
SPARQL query 1b with level of expression added
SELECT DISTINCT ?obj ?att1 ?att2

WHERE {

?x1 rdf:type :Tissue ; rdfs:label ?obj .
?x1 :has_theiler_stage :theiler_stage_TS07 .
OPTIONAL
{
?x3 rdf:type :Gene ; rdfs:label ?att1 .
?x2 rdf:type :Textual_Annotation.
?x2 :in_tissue ?x1 .
?x2 :has_involved_gene ?x3 .
?x2 :has_strength :level_detected_derived .
?x2 :has_strength ?x4 .
?x4 rdf:type :Strength ; rdfs:label ?att2 . }
}
ORDER BY ?obj ?att1 ?att2

In the next figure, the resulting concept lattice is provided.
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Fig. 4. Concept lattice of altered query 1b, now providing information about strengths

The lattices of Fig.3 and Fig. 4 have the same structure: Essentially, only the information in the attribute labels are more fine-grained. In other cases, combining
more result variables to attributes might yield in valuable, new structural insights. To
provide an HWU-example for this effect, we consider the following query to retrieve
contradicting textual annotations, which was possible in the previous version of the
tool:
SPARQL query 2 for finding contradictions
select distinct ?o0 ?a0
where {
?x0 rdf:type :Tissue ; rdfs:label ?o0 .
?x1 rdf:type :Tissue ; rdfs:label ?a0 .
?x2 rdf:type :Gene ;
rdfs:label ?o1 .
?ta1 :in_tissue ?x0; :has_involved_gene ?x2; :has_strength :level_detected_derived .
?ta2 :in_tissue ?x1; :has_involved_gene ?x2 ; :has_strength :level_not_detected .
{
{ ?x0 :is_part_of ?x1 . Filter(!sameTerm(?x1,?x0)) }
UNION
{ Filter(sameTerm(?x0,?x1) ) }
}}

This query retrieves pairs of tissues t1 and t2, where
• t1 is_part_of or the same tissue as t2 (that is, we are using propagation of tissues), and
• there exists a gene g which is (possibly weakly, moderate, or strong) detected
in t1 and not detected in t2
Of course, if a gene g is expressed in a t1, then one can conclude that it is expressed
in t2 as well. That is, the query finds out pairs of tissues (t1 ,t2 ) where different experiments concerning the gene g come to contradicting results. As we will discuss the
example further, we fix the following notation describing the roles of the tissues: The
tissue t1 will be called lower or detected tissue, and t2 will be called upper or undetected tissue. Next, the concept lattice generated by query 2 is provided.

Most of the lattice does not provide, apart from the tissue-names, any structural information. On the left hand side, however, this lattice does reveal some insights:
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• There are two contradicting tissue pairs with EMAP:106 as upper (undetected)
tissue, as we have the two lower tissues EMAP:109 and EMAP:115. We don’t
know anyhow how many pairs of textual annotations cause these contradictions: it
must be at least two pairs, but for example, we might have a contradiction for
many genes, detected in EMAP:109 and not detected in EMAP:106. The same
concern applies to any node in the lattice: We never know how many contradicting pairs of textual annotations we have for one node.
• Similarly, we have two contradicting tissue pairs with EMAP:987 as lower (detected) tissue.
• The left hand side is most interesting: There is a number of contradicting tissue
pairs with EMAP:1199 as upper tissue, namely 7 (6+1). Maybe the experiment(s)
investigating EMAP:1199 deserve a closer look? We have moreover a dependency: Whenever a lower (detected) tissue contradicts with EMAP:1218 as upper
(nondetected) tissue, it contradicts with EMAP:1199 as well (but not vice versa).
Now, for this query, we lose the information which genes cause the contradictions.
Knowing about the involved genes would allow to partly cope with the questions
raised above. We do only a slight change in the query by adding the variable ?o1 to
the list of variables in the select-clause, i.e. we reuse the last query and change it to
query 2b by starting with “select distinct ?o0 ?a0 ?o1 where “ . Below, the corresponding lattice is provided.

In the last discussion, we speculated that “we might have a contradiction for many
genes, detected in EMAP:109 and not detected in EMAP:106.” But now we see this
contradiction is only causedwe by one gene (Fgf4), and same holds true for all nodes:
all contradicting tissue pairs are caused by exactly one gene. Moreover, the lattices
are not isomorphic: The difference is highlighted in the next screenshots:

Note that the contradiction between EMAP:1218 and EMAP:1119 as upper tissues
and EMAP:1218 as lower tissue are caused by different, thus the attribute dependency
between EMAP:1218 and EMAP:1119 on the left hand side is lost on the right hand
side. It seems even more that EMAP:1119 deserves a closer observation.
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3.3

Attributes of different types

So far, in the queries we have provided we have as objects or attributes either entities of one RDF-type, or combinations (via string-concatenation) of different types
into one object or attribute. In some cases, though, it can be desirable to have objects
or attributes of different types. This shall be exemplified with query 2 where we have
analyzed contradiction pairs of tissues. These tissues in turn are assigned to Theiler
stages. In the last query, we used
?x1 rdf:type :Tissue ; rdfs:label ?a0 .

to query the tissues. If we replace this line by
?x1 rdf:type :Tissue
.
?x1 :has_theiler_stage ?ts1 .
?ts1 rdfs:label ?a0
.

We obtain the Theiler stages instead. Now, utilizing the SPARQL-“UNION”operator, it is possible to “combine” these slightly different queries, resulting in a
formal context where the attributes are either tissues or Theiler stages.
The result lattice extends the lattice for query 2 by adding Theiler stages. It looks
as follows:

Fig. 5. Concept lattice for contradicting pairs of tissues

The nice lattice structure is unsurprising: It is caused by the fact that each tissue is
assigned exactly one Theiler stage (and the part_of-relation only applies to tissues in
the same stage).
The approach hereby exemplified it particularly helpful if attributes (here: tissues)
are in turn classified by other attributes (here: Theiler stages). For this reason, it can
easily be transferred to RDFS-instances and their corresponding types, thus utilizing
the type-hierarchy in an RDFS-ontology. We have not exemplified this approach in
this paper as the underlying ontology does not provide interesting type hierarchies.

4

Summary and next steps

In the previous section, we have discussed how object properties between individuals in a triple store can be utilized for generating formal contexts. We have seen that
only utilizing plain object properties between individuals is not sufficient: Instead,
one should consider chains of object properties with constraints for intermediate
nodes, and one should consider different means for adding formal attributes generated
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from different RDFS-types to the formal context. This is anyhow only a first step for
generating formal contexts in CUBIST. There are essentially two tasks to be conducted:
1. First, it cannot be expected from a CUBIST user to write SPARQL-queries on
her own. For this reason, we have to find common patterns for the generation of
formal contexts of SPARQL-queries. Such patterns can be used in a wizard
which guides the user in the creation of formal contexts without showing any
SPARQL-queries.
2. Second, as already mentioned, the ideas presented in this paper complement the
approach of FcaBedrock, thus it has to be investigated how these approaches can
be combined.
A closer look at our approach reveals that there is no need that the SPARQLqueries, as presented in the paper, only return (the labels of) RDFS-individuals: Of
course, one can extend the approach to queries where some of the variables return
literals, e.g. strings or numbers. In our approach, for a given query-variable, each
literal would be taken as it is for generating a formal attribute, which would be in
most cases not desirable. Instead, for such variables, the process of conceptual scaling
–as carried out by FcaBedrock- should apply. Indeed, as any SPARQL-query returns
a table, it is straight-forward to feed such a table into FcaBedrock. Having said this, a
possible workflow for the generation of contexts is as follows:
1. A user selects the type of individuals she wants to investigate.
2. A wizard guides the user in the creation of a SPARQL-query. For example, the
wizard could provide properties or chains of properties (starting with the given
RDFS-type), and the user can select which chain(s) should be used in the generation of the context. Moreover, it could be possible that in this step, the user adds
additional constraints on intermediate nodes in the chain.
3. For each (chain of) properties selected by the user, the range consists either of
individuals or of literals of a given type. In the former case, the labels of the individuals are used for the generation of attributes, whereas in the latter case, the
values are transformed into formal contexts with the help of FcaBedrock.
That is, generally speaking, the meta-information which generated a formal context
out of the triple store consists of a SPARQL-query and, for each query variable, instructions on how the results of the variable are used to generate objects and
attributes. The whole process can be depicted as follows:

In the further course of CUBIST, the consortium will investigate and implement a
unified approach for the generation of formal context which takes individuals, object
properties and datatype properties into account, leading to a fully-fledged generation
of context out of the triple store on the fly.
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Abstract. In this paper the SQL preprocessor ConSeQueL is introduced. ConSeQuel is based on a Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) with
the measures. The input dataset is provided as collection of the text files,
which consist of the formal context file and measure files. This collection
is preprocessed and the result is inserted into the predefined tables of the
relational database. For preprocessing there are used two methods. The
first method produces a collection of some formal concepts with aggregated measures. The second method to the attribute implications with
aggregated measures. Both outputs provide interesting information for
the financial analysis. ConSeQueL provides the information very similar
to OLAP cube.

1

Introduction

The formal concept analysis (FCA) is well known method for data analysis. This
method was enhanced by adding measures to the objects and/or attributes and
such measures are aggregated. The input data for FCA is the formal context, in
this case enhanced by measures. The result is a collection of the formal concepts,
enhanced by aggregated measures. Other possible output of FCA is a collection
of an attribute implications, which is enhanced by measures as well. Based on
enhanced FCA theory the novel SQL preprocessor ConSeQueL was developed.
Paper is structured as follows: In Preliminaries the basic theory is introduced.
In Theoretical Background of the Preprocessor the enhancement of FCA is proposed. In SQL Preprocessor, ConSeQueL is introduced from various points of
view, namely a functionality, an architecture, used algorithms etc. Conclusion
and Future Research consists of some notes and the future perspectives.

2

Preliminaries

Just the fundamentals and basic definitions are shown. In this paper we use
classical measure only. For more details about classical measures we refer to [3].
The following aggregation functions are used: min() for minimum, max() for
maximum and avg() for arithmetic mean. The aggregation operator are denoted
by Θ. More details about aggregation operators can be found in [4].
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2.1

Formal Concept Analysis [1]

The input dataset for FCA is the formal context, which is a relation between
the set of objects X and the set of attributes Y , is denoted by hX, Y, Ii where
I ⊆ X × Y . The formal concept of the formal context hX, Y, Ii is denoted by
hA, Bi, where A ⊆ X and B ⊆ Y . hA, Bi is a formal concept iff A↑ = B and
B ↓ = A. The concept forming operators ()↑ and ()↓ are defined as A↑ = {y ∈ Y |
for each x ∈ X : hx, yi ∈ I} and B ↓ = {x ∈ X | for each y ∈ Y : hx, yi ∈ I}.
The set A is called an extent and the set B an intent. The set all formal concepts
of hX, Y, Ii is denoted by B(X, Y, I) and equipped with a partial order ≤ forms
a concept lattice of hX, Y, Ii.

2.2

Attribute Implication [1] and Minimal Generators [6]

An attribute implication E ⇒ F over a set of the attributes Y is valid in a set
M ⊆ Y iff E ⊆ M implies F ⊆ M . Formally kE ⇒ F kM = 1 if E ⇒ F is true
in M . Let M ⊆ 2Y . We say that the attribute implication E ⇒ F is valid in M
if E ⇒ F is valid in each M ∈ M. For the formal context hX, Y, Ii we define
M = {{x}↑ |x ∈ X} and we write kE ⇒ F khX,Y,Ii = 1 if E ⇒ F is true in
hX, Y, Ii. For an intent B of the formal concept hA, Bi ∈ B(X, Y, I) we define
generators and minimal generators of B as gen(B) = {D ⊆ Y | D↓↑ = B} and
mgen(B) = {D ∈ gen(B) | E ↓↑ ⊂ B for every E ⊂ D}. The closure operator
↑↓ induces an equivalent relation on 2Y . All generators gen(B) belong to the
same equivalent class. It means that all elements of the equivalence class has the
same closure. The elements of each equivalent class equipped by order relation
≤ defined by ⊆, forms a structure with one greatest element B and at least one
minimal element. Each minimal element of the equivalence class is a minimal
generator mgen(B). The intent B can be seen as a maximal generator of B.

3

Theoretical Background of the Preprocessor

The theoretical background of the preprocessor consists of the FCA enhancement. The formal context is enhanced by measures. One or more measures are
assigned to the objects and/or attributes. The formal concepts are enhanced by
aggregated measures. The same approach is used by the attribute implications,
moreover some interesting ratios are considered.
3.1

Formal Concept Analysis with Measures [2]

Definition 1 (Measure of Object and Attribute). A Measure of the object
is mapping Φ : X → R+ and a Measure of the attribute is mapping Ψ : Y → R+ .
Definition 2 (Value of Extent and Intent). The Value of extent is mapping
v : AB(X,Y,I) → R+ defined as v (A) =
Φ (x), where
is either the symbol
x∈A
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for the sum Σ (the ”sum” operation) or the symbol for cardinality |A| or the
arbitrary aggregation function Θ. A is an extent of the formal concept hA, Bi ∈
B (X, Y, I). Similarly, the value of the intent is mapping w : BB(X,Y,I) → R+
defined as w (B) =
Ψ (y), where B is an intent of the formal concept hA, Bi ∈
y∈B

B (X, Y, I)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

AC
AB
ABS
T MP
EG
AT

Let X = {Car1, . . . , Car20} be a set of sold cars and Y be a set of components.
Y = {AC, AB, ABS, T M P, EG, AT } consists of Air Conditioning (AC), Airbag
(AB), Antilock Braking System (ABS), Tempomat (T M P ), Extra Guarantee
(EG) and Automatic Transmission (AT ). Table 1 represents the formal context
I ⊆ X × Y , which means that the ”car has additional component”. In the example there are used two different measures: measure Φ(X) which represents the
P rice of Car and Ψ (Y ), which represents the P rice of Component. The formal
context from Table 1 results to B(X, Y, I), which consists of 23 concepts (in Table
2) e.g. the concept hA20 , B20 i = h{Car12, Car14}, {AC, AB, T M P, EG, AT }i.

Ψ (Y ) = Price in EUR

× ×
×
×
×
×
× ×
×

× ×
× × ×
× ×
×
×
× ×
×

×
×
×
× × × × × ×
×
×
× ×
× × ×
×
×
× ×
× ×
× × ×
×
× × ×
×

Φ(X) = Price in EUR

16 000
12 000
14 000
16 000
12 000
12 000
12 000
14 000
16 000
12 000
12 000
14 000
16 000
16 000
14 000
12 000
12 000
16 000
16 000
14 000

1 000
500
800
600
250
100

Car1
Car2
Car3
Car4
Car5
Car6
Car7
Car8
Car9
Car10
Car11
Car12
Car13
Car14
Car15
Car16
Car17
Car18
Car19
Car20

Table 1. The formal context of the cars, the additional components, the price of the
car and the price of the component

Let Φ(X) be the P rice of the Car, namely Φ(Car12) = 14000, Φ(Car14) =
16000. Putting
= Σ, then v(A20 ) = Σ Φ(x) = Φ(Car12) + Φ(Car14) =
x∈A20

14000 + 16000 = 30000, which is the extent value of the concept A20 . It can
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Intent
Components

Extent
Cars

Extent value
Total Price

∅
X - all cars
1
{T M P }
{2, 3, 4, 7, 11, 12, 13, 14, 18}
2
{EG}
{3, 4, 5, 12, 14, 15, 20}
3
{AC}
{1, 4, 5, 6, 12, 14, 16, 17, 20}
4
{AB}
5 {1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 20}
{ABS}
{2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 12, 15, 18, 19, 20}
6
{EG, T M P }
{3, 4, 12, 14}
7
{EG, AC}
{4, 5, 12, 14, 20}
8
{AB, T M P }
{2, 3, 7, 11, 12, 13, 14, 18}
9
{AB, EG}
{3, 12, 14, 20}
10
{ABS, EG}
{3, 12, 15, 20}
11
{AC, AB}
{1, 6, 12, 14, 16, 17, 20}
12
{AB, ABS}
{2, 3, 6, 7, 12, 18, 20}
13
{AC, T M P, EG}
{4, 12, 14}
14
{T M P, EG, AB}
{3, 12, 14}
15
{EG, AB, AC}
{12, 14, 20}
16
{AB, ABS, T M P }
{2, 3, 7, 12, 18}
17
{ABS, EG, AB}
{3, 12, 20}
18
{ABS, AC, AB}
{6, 12, 20}
19
{AB, EG, AC, T M P, AT }
{12, 14}
20
{AB, EG, T M P, ABS}
{3, 12}
21
{AB, AC, EG, ABS}
{12, 20}
22
Y - all components
{12}
23

278 000
128 000
100 000
124 000
190 000
138 000
60 000
72 000
112 000
58 000
56 000
96 000
94 000
46 000
44 000
44 000
68 000
42 000
40 000
30 000
28 000
28 000
14 000

Table 2. The formal concepts with the extent value

be interpreted as the ”Total price of all cars with additional components AC,
AB,TMP, EG and AT is 30 000 EUR”. Let Ψ () be the P rice of the Component.
Putting
= Σ, we have intent value of the formal concept A20 calculated as
w(B20 ) = 1000+500+600+250+100 = 2450. More mappings Φ(x) can be used.
In our example Φ(x) was defined as P rice, but Φ1 (x) can be defined as P rice,
Φ2 (x) as Costs and Φ3 (x) as Benef it - with different measures assigned to an object. In the example Σ was used, but any aggregation operator Θ can be utilized,
to achieve various vi (A) - values for extent e.g. Average sales, M inimal costs or
M aximal benef it. Similarly more attribute measures and corresponding values
of intent can be obtained.

3.2

Attribute Implications with Measures

Consider the attribute implication {AC, ABS} ⇒ {AB} which is true in the
formal context from the previous example. It means that all cars with the components Air Conditioning and ABS from the context table will also have the
component Airbag. As we know from the previous example the each attribute
(car component) has at least one measure assigned (in our example Ψ (Y ) was
the P rice). For each set of the attribute implication E ⇒ F , hence for the antecedent E and consequent F can be defined value similarly as it was done by
the intent.
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Definition 3 (Value of Antecedent and Consequent). The Value of an
antecedent is mapping p : EB(X,Y,I) → R+ defined as p (A) = Σ Ψ (y). Simy∈E

ilarly, the value of a consequent is mapping q : FB(X,Y,I) → R+ defined as
q (B) = Σ Ψ (y), where E is an antecedent and F is a consequent of the aty∈F

tribute implication E ⇒ F .
The valid implication E ⇒ F in the formal context means: When the attributes
from E are present in a row, also the attributes from F are present there. One
can say that the attributes from E always ”brings” the additional attributes
from F . Using the antecedent and the consequent values p(E) and q(F ), it can
be denoted by p(E)E B q(F )F ,which means ”The value of E will bring the additional value of F ”.Taking the attribute implication {AC, ABS} ⇒ {AB} and the
above defined attribute measures we get (P rice(AC)+P rice(ABS)){AC,ABS} B
P rice(AB){AB} which is 1800{AC,ABS} B 500{AB} . When the customer buys the
car with the Air Conditioning and the Antilock Braking System, such car will
also have the Air Bag. When customer have decided to invest 1800 EUR to the
Air Conditioning and the Antilock Braking System, the customer will also
invest additional 500 EUR to the Air Bag.
Even it is interesting information two problems appears. The first problem
is generally the very huge set of the attribute implications. There is a couple
of methods, how to select the reasonably big subset of the attribute implications based on several criteria. One criterion say, that the subset must be
minimal and all other attribute implication can be derived from this subset.
Well-known is Duquenne-Guigues Base. Another reasonable subset of the attribute implications is based on the minimal generators. It’s easy to see, that
in the formal context mgen(B) ⇒ B or mgen(B) ⇒ (B\mgen(B)) always
holds. The advantage of such subset is that each attribute implication deals
with the particular intent. The reason is, that the sets of mgen(B) are organized in the equivalence classes induced by ↓↑. The same it can be done for
all attribute implications based on the minimal generators. In this case is not
important that such base of attribute implications is not minimal. By using an
algorithm for calculating the minimal generators a support (the amount of objects in the corresponding extent) is usually considered. The equivalent class of
the trivial intent Y usually consists of a huge amount of minimal generators.
Such class is ignored, because a support of the corresponding intent is usually
0. Hence the amount of the frequent minimal generators (with given minimal
support ¿ 0) can be reasonable. Another trivial example is mgen(B) = B, when
we have mgen(B) ⇒ ∅. Such implications are not considered in this paper.
The second problem is that not all attribute implications with the values can
be significant for the users. For example the attribute implication with value
1800{AC,ABS} B 500{AB} can be interesting by one particular car but amount
of such cars in the formal concept can be small. As a solution can be considered
the support mentioned above. But it is usually not enough. Financial managers
work not only with the natural measures (e.g. the quantity) but also with the financial measures (the price, the sales volume). Even if we have the huge amount
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of the cheap cars, it can be insignificant comparing to smaller amount of the
more expensive cars. Hence we need to use the extent value of the concept,
which corresponds to the given attribute implication. The attribute implication
{AC, ABS} ⇒ {AB} with the values 1800{AC,ABS} B 500{AB} has the corresponding formal concept h{6, 12, 20}, {ABS, AC, AB}i with the extent value
v({Car6, Car12, Car20}) = Σ{P rice(Car6), P rice(Car12), P rice(Car20)} =
12 000 + 14 000 + 14 000 = 40 000 EUR (where
= Σ). We can read it as
”1800 EUR can bring additional 500 EUR and it corresponds to 3 cars with the
total price 40 000 EUR”. Hence the financial manager will be interested in such
implications only which give the minimal extent value of the corresponding formal concept. Moreover some additional ratios can be defined as, Consequent
q(F )
, Consequent Antecedent Support RaAntecedent Ratio: CAR = p(E)

tio: CASR =

q(F )
p(E)

∗ |A|, Consequent Antecedent Value Ratio: CAVR

q(F )
p(E)

∗ v(A), where A is an extent of the formal concept. Such ratios have a
=
very clear meaning to the user and can be used for constraining the set of all
attribute implications by the one of the ratios mentioned above.
intent
B

{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}
{1, 2, 3, 5}
{1, 2, 3}
{1, 2, 4, 5, 6}
{1, 2, 4, 5, 6}
{1, 4, 5}
{2, 3, 4, 5}
{2, 3, 4}

mgen(B) ⇒ B\mgen(B)
p(E) q(F ) w(B) |A| v(A) CAR CASR CAV R
E ⇒ F

{3, 6} ⇒ {1, 2, 4, 5}
{1, 3, 4} ⇒ {2, 5, 6}
{1, 3, 5} ⇒ {2}
{1, 3} ⇒ {2}
{6} ⇒ {1, 2, 4, 5}
{1, 2, 4} ⇒ {5, 6}
{1, 4} ⇒ {5}
{3, 4, 5} ⇒ {2}
{3, 4} ⇒ {2}

900
2400
2050
1800
100
2100
1600
3150
1400

2350
850
500
500
2350
350
250
500
500

3250
3250
2550
2300
2450
2450
1850
3650
1900

2, 61 36556
1 14000 2, 61
4958
0, 35
1 14000 0, 35
6829
0, 49
2 28000 0, 24
0, 83 11111
3 40000 0, 28
2 30000 23, 50 47, 00 705000
5000
0, 33
2 30000 0, 17
7188
0, 47
3 46000 0, 16
4444
0, 32
2 28000 0, 16
1, 79 24286
5 68000 0, 36

Table 3. Minimal generators, attribute implications, values, ratios

4

SQL Preprocessor

ConSeQueL is the SQL preprocessor based on the theory introduced above. The
term ”SQL preprocessor” means, that as an input we use novel SQL commands
using data files with the formal context (CXT file) and the values (CSV file).
After the preprocessing we get the data in relational database, which we can
process later by classical SQL commands. The output of such preprocessor can
be either collection of INSERT queries without processing them in SQL database
(so called SQL dump) or the real data in a database.
4.1

Architecture and Technology

ConSeQuel is designed in C using PostgreSQL ver. 9.0.4 as a relational database.
ConSeQueL operates on a command line (shell or cmd). ConSeQueL can be used
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as a part of an arbitrary application using a relational database and FCA functionality. The architecture is depicted in the Figure 1(i). In the 3-tier software
architecture, the ConSeQueL can be inserted in between the logic and the data
tier (see Figure 1(ii)). The logic tier is connected to ConSeQueL and uses either
classical SQL commands or novel SQL commands (described below). Classical
SQL commands are directly send to the SQL database. The novel SQL commands are preprocessed by ConSeQueL and then the results are sent to the SQL
database.

(i) Functinality and architecture
of ConSeQueL

(ii) ConSeQueL as a part
of 3-tier architecture

Fig. 1. ConSeQueL - functionality and use in 3-tier architecture

4.2

Functionality and Novel SQL Commands

ConSeQueL preprocessor uses the following novel SQL commands:
– CREATE CONTEXT contextname
FROM contname.cxt [−oval objmeasures.csv] [−aval attrmeasures.csv]
It process the formal context from inputname.cxt into the database table
with a given contextname.When the object and/or the attribute measures
are assigned to them (up to 5 measures to the object and up to 5 measures
to the attribute) they are processed as well.
– CREATE CONCEPT conceptname FROM contextname
It will process the given formal context contextname into the collection of the
formal concepts with theirs supports (number of objects and/or attributes in
each formal concept). This collection called conceptname is inserted into the
predefined table. When the measures are assigned, they will be processed as
well. There are four basic aggregations used namely SU M (), AV G(), M IN ()
and M AX() for each assigned measure.
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– CREATE IMPLIC implicname FROM contextname
It process the given formal context contextname into the collection of the
attribute implications. The antecedent (the minimal generator) and the consequent of each attribute implication are calculated as well. When the measures are defined, they will also be processed. Aggregation SU M () is used
for each assigned measure. Moreover the ratios CAR, CASR and CAV R
are calculated for each assigned measure.

The novel SQL commands result to the data in the predefined tables. The queries
on this data can be done via classical SQL commands. The example of the
ConSeQuel results can be seen in Table 2 and Table 3.

4.3

Algorithms and Implementation

There are couple of algorithms used for computing the formal concepts. In ConSeQueL our own implementation of FCbO algorithm is used (for more details
see [8]). This algorithm is enhanced on output, where the aggregations of the
assigned measures are calculated for each computed formal concept. The computation of the minimal generators ensures the implementation of the Prince
algorithm [7] (see also Acknowledgements). This implementation was used as it
is, with the similar modification as above.

4.4

Database Structure

The above presented SQL commands result to an inserting of the data into
the predefined tables. The ConSeQueL consists of 7 tables: 1. desc-contexts
- mescription of the formal contexts’ collections, 2. context - collection of the
formal contexts and measures assigned to the objects, 3. values-of-attributes
- measures assigned to the attributes, 4. desc-concepts - description of the
concepts’ collections, 5. concept - collection of the concepts including aggregations, 6. desc-implic - description of attribute implications’ collections and 7.
implic - Collections of the attribute implications including antecedent (minimal generator), consequent, aggregated values and ratios. The tables ”context”,
”desc-contexts” and ”values-of-attributes” are used as an input tables only. The
data structure is not designed for efficient querying the objects, attributes, assigned measures and description from these three tables. The main purpose of
the ConSeQueL is to compute the concepts and the attribute implications with
the aggregated values which are stored in tables ”concept” or ”implic” respectively. These two tables are designed as data warehouse tables and can be queried
very simply (e.g. no joins are necessary). The remaining tables ”desc-concepts”
and ”desc-implic” are descriptive only and using such tables is voluntary. In the
Figure 2 the whole database structure is depicted. The selected details can be
found in the Table 4.
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Fig. 2. Database structure of ConSeQueL

table

column

description

data type

concept
concept
concept
concept
concept
concept
concept
concept
concept
concept
concept
concept
implic
implic
implic
implic
implic
implic
implic
implic
implic

extent
intent
count intent
count extent
intent sum va1
intent min va1
intent max va1
intent avg va1
extent sum va1
extent min va1
extent max va1
extent avg va1
intent
mg
count mg
int mg
mg sum va1
int mg sum va1
CAR va1
CASR va1
CAVR va1

extent
intent
amount of the attributes
amount of the objects
sum of measure 1 of all attributes in intent
minimum of measure 1 of all attributes in intent
maximum of measure 1 of all attributes in intent
average of measure 1 of all attributes in intent
sum of measure 1 of all objects in extent
minimum of measure 1 of all objects in extent
maximum of measure 1 of all objects in extent
average of measure 1 of all objects in extent
intent
minimal generator, antecedent
amount of attributes in minimal generator
consequent
sum of measure 1 of all attributes in antecedent
sum of measure 1 of all attributes in consequent
CAR ratio for measure 1
CASR ratio for measure 1
CAVR ratio for measure 1

text
text
number
number
number
number
number
number
number
number
number
number
text
text
number
text
number
number
number
number
number

Table 4. Selected columns in database structure of ConSeQueL
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5

Conclusion and Future Research

The application ConSeQueL is a significant part of the diploma work of Jan
Kanovsky and the theory behind will be a part of the doctoral thesis of Juraj
Macko. The novelty of ConSeQueL can be seen from the theoretical practical
point of view. FCA with measures is generalization for OLAP technology. The
attributes in OLAP are organized in dimensions. FCA with measures can use
independent attributes [2]. The practical contribution of ConSeQueL can be seen
as an application of the FCA with measures. ConSeQueL presented in this paper
is the introductory attempt in this field and a couple of open question will be part
of the future research (the efficient data structure for attribute values, efficient
computing the aggregations etc.) Some experiments are done and authors leave
the results for the extended version of this paper. The future perspective is to
enhance the existing preprocessor to fuzzy settings and also to measure based
constraints [2].
Acknowledgements: The authors would like to thank Dr. Jan Outrata for
consulting the efficient implementation of FCbO algorithm. Authors would like
to thank also Sadok Ben Yahia and Tarek Hamrouni for Prince implementation
[7] available on http : //www.f st.rnu.tn/sbenyahia/sof tware release.htm.
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Abstract. Many enterprises risk business transactions based on information
systems that are incomplete or misleading, given that 80-85% of all corporate
information remains outside of the processing scope of such systems. Computer
technology nonetheless continues to become more and more predominant, illustrated by SAP A.G. recognising that 65-70% of the world‟s transactions are run
on their technology thus “have to do a good job”. Using SAP as the illustrative
case study, the benefits of Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) and associated
technologies are explored. Together with Business Process Management / Modelling (BPM), social media, Business Intelligence (BI), semantic, multi-agent
systems (MAS) and other technologies, enterprise architecture frameworks,
principles such as Moore‟s core-context, and conceptual structures, a practical
roadmap is identified to TOA (Transaction-Oriented Architecture (TOA). TOA
picks up POA (Process-Oriented Architecture) along the way, and is predicated
on the Transaction Concept (TC). The TC builds upon work in Resources,
Events, Agents (REA) and the Transaction Graph (and Lattice). The TC is the
essence of enterprise systems that allow SAP, their competitors, customers,
suppliers and partners to do an ever better job with the world‟s transactions.
Keywords: Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA), SAP A.G., Business Process
Management / Modelling (BPM), Social Media, Combining and Unifying
Business Intelligence with Semantic Technologies (CUBIST), POA (ProcessOriented Architecture), TOA (Transaction-Oriented Architecture (TOA), Resources, Events, Agents (REA), Conceptual Structures, Transaction Graph,
Transaction Lattice

1

Introduction

Many enterprises risk business transactions based on information systems that are
incomplete or misleading, augmenting the claim that 80-85% of all corporate information remains outside of the processing scope of such systems [1] [2]. As these enterprise systems become more and more predominant the issue becomes increasingly
acute; indeed SAP as the significant enterprise systems‟ vendor have noted that 6570% of the world‟s transactions are run on SAP thus “have to do a good job” [3].
Enterprise systems are being expected to align more and more with the essence of the

adfa, p. 1, 2011.
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enterprise and through the productivity of computers lever this knowledge about itself
and become more successful.

2

Approaches

Accordingly there has been a substantial push to Service-Oriented Architecture
(SOA) and an eco-system that in SAP‟s case is epitomised by the Enterprise Services
Workplace (ESW, http://esworkplace.sap.com). Allied to these approaches has been
the integration of Business Intelligence (BI) that, continuing with SAP as the exemplar, has been the emergence of the High-Performance Analytic Appliance (SAP
HANA, http://sap.com/hana) architecture. A continuation of BI is to apply semantic
technologies that structure unstructured data. These information extraction technologies take knowledge management a stage further by discovering knowledge hitherto
hidden in that data, thereby capturing much more of that elusive 80-85% of corporate
information. The Combining and Unifying BI with Semantic Technologies project
(CUBIST, www.cubist-project.eu) is an exemplar of extracting meaning from structured and unstructured data to discover knowledge.
2.1

Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA)

SOA recognises the limitations of existing enterprise applications that have been built
along the lines of large functional silos such as Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP),
Customer Relationship Management (CRM), Supplier Relationship Management
(SRM), Financials, or even for specific markets (the so-called „verticals‟ applications)
such as Oil and Gas, Healthcare, Banking, Telecommunications or Public Sector.
Whilst all these applications reflect actual applications than a technology seeking
an application (e.g. Database Systems), the semantics (or „meaning‟) of business activity are at a much lower granular level than those applications imply. Rather, like
object-oriented approaches, business activity is made up of a number of service components, namely „business objects‟ that can be orchestrated into business processes
according to the business requirements. With intermediate levels of orchestration of
these objects into process components that in turn can become part of deployment
units, enterprise applications are individually configured in a way that better aligns
with the given business need. Standardisation is achieved at the component rather
than the application level, thus taking advantage of reusability. Agility is achieved by
re-orchestrating or enabling new components in direct response to changing business
needs. To allow flexible orchestration and re-orchestration, the service interfaces of
each business object are also defined according to a standardised governance process.
Even the data of each business object are built according to Global Data Types
(GDTs).
All in all, SOA provides an operational architecture that makes component based
software development become realistic for enterprise systems. SOA development
distinguishes itself from object-orientation to the extent that each component is centred on providing a service; in our case a composite element of business semantics
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that adds value to the enterprise application. The technical nature of each component
is encapsulated by its business meaning, thus can be directly applied by Business
Process Management (BPM) and its associated Business Process Modelling (whose
acronym is also BPM) to orchestrate business processes.
2.2

Enterprise Services Workplace (ESW)

To operationalise SOA (i.e. to make it possible) many vendors and their partners and
customers have recognised that the definition and service interfaces of the many resulting business objects cannot be conceptualised, developed and implemented by the
vendors alone. Rather it requires a collaborative eco-system that in SAP‟s case is
epitomised by the Enterprise Services Workplace (ESW, http://esworkplace.sap.com),
Figure 1. As such, vendors, partners, customers and anyone essentially can contribute
to the construction of the SOA. Many components can draw on the vendors established expertise, as a „de-assembly‟ of their existing enterprise applications or the
creation of „enterprise services‟. Some components may only consist of their interfaces defined in WSDL, at least describing to this extent the business semantics of
that component using the Web Services recommendations that SOA is conventionally
based upon.

Fig. 1. Enterprise Services Workplace (ESW)

2.3

Business Intelligence

In SOA, business objects are conceptualised through the collaboration of the participants as SAP describes in an „ecosystem‟ (www.sap.com/partners/ecosystem). This
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„top down‟ process might be integrated with „bottom up‟ knowledge discovery from
the data itself. The patterns of the behaviour of the data (e.g. sales figures for a given
set of customers in a product-market) is interpreted through a query of that data i.e.
Business Intelligence (BI). Latterly there has been a bringing closer together of SOA
and BI, with the latter‟s in-memory analytics. The former (SOA) as enterprise applications has traditionally been structured according to online transaction processing
(OLTP) whereas the latter (BI) relies on online analytical processing (OLAP), resulting in an overhead of de-normalising data from the former and creating data cubes to
permit the latter to take place. By enabling this to take place in computer memory
rather than disk access, information can be requested and responded to instantaneously as SAP states in “real real time” through its High-Performance Analytic Appliance (HANA, http://sap.com/hana) architecture. HANA will go beyond the simple
placing of OLTP and OLAP together in-memory into a much more integrated architecture that reflects SAP‟s now ongoing commitment to offer “innovation without
disruption”.
2.4

Semantic Technologies

To assist BI, semantic technologies such as those being investigated in CUBIST can
extract the information from both structured and unstructured data. It enables more
informed querying to take place as well as discover hitherto hidden meaning from the
data. In CUBIST this is envisaged through an integration of Semantic Web technology through OWLIM (www.ontotext.com/owlim) with Formal Concept Analysis
(FCA, www.fcahome.org.uk), and tested on data use cases in i) bioinformatics, ii)
space telemetry and iii) matching career opportunities to candidates. FCA is an automated technique that identifies the conceptual structures among data sets. FCA is a
formal method as it mathematically discovers the concepts from the patterns in the
data according to the objects and attributes that make up that data. Moreover, these
formal concepts are related to other formal concepts in a lattice structure (known as
Galois connections). Through these interrelated formal concepts, FCA thus has the
potential to complement the cognitive conceptualisation of business objects and service interfaces with those that are machine-generated from data.

3

Automation in BPM

From the above approaches, we can begin to appreciate how enterprise systems will
more expressively align with the enterprises they are meant to support and enhance.
As these approaches become more and more established, more and more enterprises
will have systems that at last can record the business transactions that embody the
purpose of the enterprise. As the approaches become established technologies, business will begin to take them for granted. This may be the height of enterprise systems,
but it is possible to foresee that it will in turn offer new opportunities for enterprises.
One evident possibility is introducing computer automation into the hitherto humancentric businesses process orchestration itself though software agents as described
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shortly. This potential development could be built upon the existing developments in
the use of social media to facilitate collaborative BPM. In SAP, that existing development is their StreamWorkTM technology.
3.1

Social Media and BPM

SAP‟s StreamWork (Figure 2) provides a representative use case how social media
can be applied to BPM. Working with partners well-known in this field such as
Google, Novell, Evernote, Scribd, and Box, it takes the general collaborative features
found in social media technologies and augments them with BPM tools such as Business Process Modelling Notation (BPMN). It thus as described earlier brings SOA
into the suite of tools available in social media. Let us therefore begin to outline the
extent of automation in the future stages of these tools‟ development.
3.2

Adding Software Agents, Conceptual Structures

The presence of BPM tools in social media has thereby enabled collaborative computer-mediated BPM to take place, thus opening the way for more technologies to be
integrated in this environment. One pertinent route is the incorporation of software
agents as partners in the collaborative process. These agents would not only bring the
productivity
of
computers
as
counterpart to the
creativity of the
human experts in
the BPM process,
these
software
agents can search
and
appropriate
the
many
resources of the
Web, Intranets and
Internet and distil
their findings to
the benefit of the
human collaborators.
Conceptual
Structures
(CS)
might also be
brought into BPM.
Fig. 2. SAP StreamWorkTM
Notably, CS is
about technologies that “harmonises the creativity of humans with the productivity of
computers. CS recognise that organisations work with concepts; machines like structures”. CS “advances the theory and practice in connecting the user's conceptual ap-
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proach to problem solving with the formal structures that computer applications need
to bring their productivity to bear in solving these problems”
(http://extra.shu.ac.uk/iccs2007). CS enables “Knowledge Architectures [that] give
rise to smart applications that allow enterprises to share meaning across their interconnected computing resources and to realize transactions that would otherwise remain as lost business opportunities.” [4].

4

Conceptual and Architectural Frameworks

Whilst there are expressive CS tools such as Conceptual Graphs (CGs) and Formal
Concept Analysis (FCA), ISO Common Logic, as well as Semantic Web technologies
based on such as Description Logics (DL) and others such as FLogic (e.g. by Ontoprise, www.ontoprise.com) or Datalog, the agents would need a frame of reference in
order to fulfil their role as knowledgeable providers.
For this purpose the human participants may refer to Enterprise Architecture
Frameworks such as TOGAF (in SAP‟s case enhanced by the SAP EAF) or Zachman,
or Principles like Moore‟s Core-Context [5]. Working with concepts, the human experts (e.g. Enterprise or Solution Architects, or Business Process Experts) would appreciate that “all models are wrong, but some are useful” [5, p. 424]. Put simply, they
would see them as frameworks that offer solutions that recognise “It is better to be
vaguely right than exactly wrong” [6, p. 272]. There thus remains an element of human intuition that, as evidenced in experiences such as those from Artificial Intelligence, cannot easily be computer programmed thus also remain outside of enterprise
systems. The software agents therefore have to overcome to some useful degree their
computer-based limitations to be effective participants
Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) offer one promising route forward. One avenue of research has how they might be deployed in enterprise systems through Resources,
Events, Agents (REA) [7]. Other work has taken on this approach and, using CGs,
provided an early requirements capture specification, known as Transaction Agent
Modelling (TrAM) [8]. A variant of this work has been the Transaction Graph, using
CGs to apply TrAM in Enterprise Architecture projects [10]. This work augments
Enterprise Architecture Frameworks so that semantic enterprise applications can be
built. Some of this work is illustrated by a Transaction Graph (in CGs) and Transaction Lattice (in FCA) for a University case study is shown by Figure 3 [9]. Other work
describes a Financial Trading case study as well as for health, mobile services, manufacturing and in learning [2]. Work has begun towards rather an ambitious project
using ISO Common Logic for Open Semantic Enterprise Architecture (OpenSEA,
www.open-sea.org).

5

The Transaction Concept

The term „transaction‟ appears in a number of the above works. They demonstrate
„Transaction‟ as a high-level declarative statement that identifies the enterprise itself
rather than a number of lower-level transactions that support its business processes
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(or, in SAP‟s terms the transactions that make up its ERP and other systems). Rather,
the Transaction is a concept that restates the enterprise's mission statement, but presenting it in a balanced way that shows what an enterprise is willing to sacrifice
(„pay‟) to satisfy the desires in its mission statement. It captures the fact that enterprises do not always seek to maximise their profit in purely monetary ways. Even
many outwardly profit-oriented enterprises present their mission statements in qualitative ways (e.g. quality of service, duty to all stakeholders, society, and reputation to
name a few).

Fig. 3. Transaction Graph (top diagram), Lattice (bottom diagram)
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Whilst possibly confusing when we think of transactions, this is consistent with the
concept of a transaction given by the dictionary definitions of this term (e.g.
www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/transaction). We may therefore make a distinction by using Transaction with an initial uppercase T as opposed to transaction
beginning with a lowercase „t‟ (i.e. Transaction vs. transaction; the overarching strategic Transaction(s) that epitomises the very enterprise itself as opposed to the many
day-to-day system level transactions). It may be viewed as roughly analogous to
„cloud‟ or „kite‟ (or business-level) use cases vs. „sea-level‟/‟fish-level‟ system use
cases (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FNkuGEr1gB4). To explicate the Transaction (note uppercase initial T), a Transaction Use Case Diagram (TUCD) exists [10].
Given that even the use of uppercase T vs. lowercase t as a device may still provide
an inadequate level of distinction, and as supported by the foregoing discussion, the
term Transaction Concept (TC) is given to mean Transaction.
5.1

The Semiotic Ladder

SOCIAL WORLD beliefs, expectations,
commitments, contracts, law, culture, ...
PRAGMATICS intentions, communication,
conversations, negotiations, ...
SEMANTICS meanings, propositions,
validity, truth, signification, denotations, ...
SYNTACTICS formal structure, language, logic,
data, records, deduction, software, files, ...
EMPIRICS patterns, variety, noise, entropy,
channel capacity, redundancy, efficiency, codes, ...
PHYSICAL WORLD signals, traces, physical dimensions,
hardware, component density, speed, economics

The Technology Platform
COST IMPOSING

Human Information Functions
VALUE PRODUCING

The dimensions of the TC can further be illustrated by the Semiotic Ladder, Figure 4.

Fig. 4. The Semiotic Ladder

Essentially, the „cost imposing‟ layers in this ladder structure illustrate the areas in
which the productivity of computers („the technology platform‟) benefit information
(enterprise) systems much better than manual systems. It is where computers are
much better than humans, hence the success of technologies such as data processing
that nowadays we cannot imagine being without. The „value producing‟ layers are
where humans are better than computers. Classical experiences from Artificial Intelligence have shown how poorly computers perform in these areas, but more recent
technologies such as knowledge management systems, and SOA/BPM with MAS as
described can play a pertinent role.
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Enterprise Architecture Frameworks are intended to capture the Enterprise holistically, in line with an Architect‟s remark when asked what Architects do i.e. “from a
blank sheet of paper to the position of last nail in the wall”. Essentially, these frameworks cover the whole range of the ladder. Transactions too are wide-ranging, from
those supporting ACID (Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, Durability) at the database
level and the transactions in SAP systems, through to business transactions denoting
an agreement between a buyer and a seller to exchange an asset for payment through
to the TC itself. Accordingly, transactions (from little t to Big T) transcend the steps
of the ladder, thereby Enterprise Architecture Frameworks.
Transactions describe why the enterprise exists. It explicates what the enterprise
offers, what it desires in return, and the assessed risks in achieving these rewards. It
gives the enterprise its sense of direction; consequently it can give enterprise systems
the same direction, in line with the expectations of the semiotic ladder.
5.2

Transaction-Oriented Architecture (TOA)

A Transaction-Oriented Architecture (TOA) provides the framework by which an
enterprise‟s business processes are orchestrated according to the TC. The TOA brings
purpose and direction to SOA, further
assisted by Process-Oriented Architecture
(POA), which offers a reference architecture by which SOA can be orchestrated
according to business processes, for example the way that Business Objects in
SAP are orchestrated into Process Components. TOA culminates SOA and enterprise applications‟ productivity including
SAP‟s to the height of the real, transactional world that enterprises operate.
Figure 5 illustrates TOA as the capstone
of a pyramid. It shows how the ESW underpins SOA, which is additionally supported through the discovery of new Business Objects from BI knowledge discovery
projects like CUBIST. SOA and POA are
supported by social media and BPM,
Fig. 5. The TOA
illustrated by SAP‟s StreamWork technology. MAS can help automate the orchestration of SOA and POA. These software
agents may act as software partners to the human participants in simulating drafts of
processes and interactively feed back the extent to which they exemplify Moore‟s
Core-Context Principles in a given POA project. Thus, like the Semantic Web, technology meaningfully enters the domain of the hitherto alien territory of human information functions in the semiotic ladder. The TOA uses the Transaction Graph and the
Transaction Lattice (here for a Financial Trading case study [10]). Using REA and
TrAM, MAS is in TOA too. Technology‟s usefulness is driven up the semiotic ladder.
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6

Concluding Remarks

TOA offers a practical roadmap for the future development of SOA, BPM, BI, Social
Media, MAS, Semantic Technologies and Conceptual Structures. It supports the development of Architectures for Enterprise Applications that ameliorate the 80-85% of
corporate information that remains outside of the processing scope of existing enterprise systems. By supporting the expressivity of Enterprise Architecture Frameworks
with the described technologies, technology – the productivity of computers – enters
the human information functions in the semiotic ladder. Computer productivity is
merged with human creativity, reflecting Moore‟s Core-Context principles that enterprises are distinguished from each other by the creativity of the human participants.
SOA has become a reality, exemplified by SAP StreamWork and the ESW. With
associated developments in POA and the emerging Semantic and MAS Technologies,
we can begin to envisage Conceptual Structures that better incorporate that missing
80-85%. And with the TC as its heart, allow SAP, its competitors, customers, suppliers and partners to do an ever better job with the world‟s transactions.
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